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Abstract
The prisoner’s dilemma, the snowdrift game, and the stag hunt are two-player symmetric
games that are often considered as prototypical examples of cooperative dilemmas across
disciplines. However, surprisingly little consensus exists about the precise mathematical
meaning of the words “cooperation” and “cooperative dilemma” for these and other binary-
action symmetric games, in particular when considering interactions among more than two
players. Here, we propose definitions of these terms and explore their evolutionary conse-
quences on the equilibrium structure of cooperative dilemmas in relation to social optimality.
We show that our definition of cooperative dilemma encompasses a large class of collective
action games often discussed in the literature, including congestion games, games with par-
ticipation synergies, and public goods games. One of our main results is that regardless of
the number of players, all cooperative dilemmas—including multi-player generalizations of
the prisoner’s dilemma, the snowdrift game, and the stag hunt—feature inefficient equilib-
ria where cooperation is underprovided, but cannot have equilibria in which cooperation is
overprovided. We also find simple conditions for full cooperation to be socially optimal in a
cooperative dilemma. Our framework and results unify, simplify, and extend previous work
on the structure and properties of cooperative dilemmas with binary actions and two or more
players.
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1 Introduction

Cooperative (or social) dilemmas can be informally described as situations where there is
a tension between individual and collective interest regarding the cooperative behavior of
individuals within a group [13, 32, 35, 48, 62, 80]. The tension arises because cooperation
can benefit the whole group but individuals might prefer to reduce their own cooperation and
exploit the cooperative behavior of others. Examples of cooperative dilemmas include the pri-
vate provision of public goods [6, 51], the management of common resources [52], vigilance
and sentinel behavior [11], voting [55], protests, and other kinds of political participation
[14], vaccination [70], mask-wearing during virus pandemics [76], and many more.

Given their ubiquity, the study of cooperative dilemmas and their resolution has attracted
enormous attention in economics, political science, anthropology, psychology, sociology,
and evolutionary biology. Across these different disciplines, game theory has emerged as the
standard way of formalizing and thinking about cooperative dilemmas [26, 43, 82]. Within
this perspective, a social interaction is conceptualized as a game whose equilibria predict
the strategic behavior of individuals in the long run. Such equilibria emerge as a result of
individual rationality, individual or social learning, or of evolution acting on a population.
The literature of cooperative dilemmas has used different equilibrium concepts, including
the Nash equilibrium (NE), the evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS), and the asymptotic
stable equilibrium (ASE) of the replicator dynamic [75]. Here, we make use of the ESS as
equilibrium concept and guiding principle. In simple terms, an ESS is a strategy such that if
all members of a population adopt it, then no rare alternative strategy would fare better [42].
The ESS is an equilibrium refinement of the (symmetric) NE, and, for the games we consider
in this paper, equivalent to the concept of ASE [9].

Conceivably, the simplest game-theoretic representation of a cooperative dilemma is as
a symmetric game of complete information between players who choose simultaneously
between two alternative actions or strategies (“cooperation” and “defection”), i.e., a multi-
player matrix game [8, 9, 27, 57]. The most paradigmatic example of such two-strategy
cooperative dilemmas is the two-player prisoner’s dilemma [64]. In this game, “defection” is
a dominant strategy (so that it is individually optimal to defect regardless of the co-player’s
choice) andhence the onlyESS (so that a populationof defectors cannot be invadedbymutants
cooperating with some probability). However, mutual “cooperation” yields higher payoffs
to both players and can be, for certain payoff constellations, the socially optimal outcome.
The (two-player) prisoner’s dilemma captures the essence of a cooperative dilemma in the
starkest possible way, with a population trapped at an unique ESS featuring no cooperative
behavior while expected payoffs would be maximized at some positive level of cooperation.

Although much earlier work focused exclusively on the prisoner’s dilemma, it has been
realized that in many situations two other two-player games can be better representations of
cooperative dilemmas occurring in nature or society: the snowdrift game [21] (or the game
of chicken, [65]), and the stag hunt [71] (or assurance game). While the prisoner’s dilemma
is characterized by both greed (an incentive to defect if the co-player cooperates) and fear (a
disincentive to cooperate if the co-player defects), the snowdrift game is characterized only
by greed (but not fear) and the stag hunt is characterized only by fear (but not greed). These
different incentive structures lead to different ESSpatterns. First, for the snowdrift game, there
is a unique ESS characterized by a population where there is some cooperation, although
less than what would maximize the expected payoff. Hence, in contrast to the prisoner’s
dilemma, some level of cooperation is evolutionarily stable. However, as in the prisoner’s
dilemma, this stable level of cooperation is lower than the socially optimal level. Second,
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for the stag hunt, there are two ESSs: the first with no cooperation, and the second with full
cooperation, and where the fully cooperative ESS coincides with the socially optimal level
of cooperation. Hence, in contrast to the prisoner’s dilemma, the socially optimal level of
cooperation is evolutionarily stable. However, as in the prisoner’s dilemma, the population
can be trapped at the equilibrium where nobody cooperates. Taken together, the prisoner’s
dilemma, the snowdrift game, and the stag hunt constitute the three paradigmatic examples
used to describe and think about cooperative dilemmas in two-player interactions [35].

In light of the wealth of research on cooperative and social dilemmas that has been pub-
lished in recent decades, one would have anticipated a broad consensus regarding how to
precisely define concepts such as “cooperation” and “cooperative dilemma”—at the very
least for symmetric matrix games. However, this does not appear to be the case. In fact,
there are multiple coexisting definitions [13, 48, 61] that are often at odds about the status
of an action as cooperative (or not) or of a game as a cooperative dilemma (or not). Moving
from two to more than two players only exacerbates the problem. Part of the issue is that
many definitions proceed axiomatically by suggesting ways to classify games as cooperative
dilemmas if given payoff inequalities hold, while other definitions emphasize the equilib-
rium structure (e.g., the ESS pattern) in relation to the location of socially optimal strategies
that maximize expected payoffs. Such ambiguity is similar (and not unrelated) to the one
surrounding different interpretations of the term “altruism” in evolutionary biology [34].

Here, we build on previous work [13, 33–35, 57, 59–61] to propose definitions of “coop-
eration,” “social dilemma,” and “cooperative dilemma” that are internally consistent and that
are useful to characterize the outcome of social interactions. We also provide results aiming
at easily identifying cooperative dilemmas, and propose multi-player generalizations of the
trinity of games used in social dilemmas research, namely the prisoner’s dilemma, the snow-
drift game, and the stag hunt; we also show how these multi-player cooperative dilemmas
have similar properties than their two-player counterparts.We consider several classes of col-
lective action games previously discussed in the literature and show how all of these games
fall into the class of cooperative dilemmas we define. We also identify simple conditions for
mutual cooperation to be socially optimal, i.e., for full cooperation to maximize the expected
average payoff. We end by asking whether it is the case, as it is for the two-player prisoner’s
dilemma, the snowdrift game, and the stag hunt, that cooperation is always underprovided
at inefficient equilibria of a cooperative dilemma. A similar question has been asked before,
although for more specific classes of cooperative dilemmas, by Gradstein and Nitzan [28]
and Anderson and Engers [1].

2 Defining Cooperative Dilemmas

2.1 Games, Payoffs, and Strategies

We consider normal form games with two pure strategies (or actions, or choices) denoted by
C and D. We focus on symmetric games among n ≥ 2 players where all players assume the
same role in the game, and where the payoff of any player depends only on its own choice
and on the numbers of players choosing the two available actions. We write Ck (resp. Dk)
for the payoff of a player choosing C (resp. D) when k co-players choose C. Payoffs can be
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written in matrix form as

(n − 1 . . . k . . . 1 0

C Cn−1 . . . Ck . . . C1 C0

D Dn−1 . . . Dk . . . D1 D0

)
. (1)

We collect the payoffs in the payoff sequences C = (C0, C1, . . . , Cn−1) ∈ R
n and D =

(D0, D1, . . . , Dn−1) ∈ R
n . We assume that C �= D holds, so as to exclude the uninteresting

case where payoffs are independent of the chosen actions. However, Ck = Dk may hold for
some values of k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, i.e., payoffs can be “non-generic.” In a similar spirit,
we assume that C and D are not simultaneously constant, so as to exclude the uninteresting
case where both payoff sequences are independent of k and hence of the actions chosen
by co-players. Throughout, the word “game” should be understood as referring to such a
two-strategy symmetric game.

We consider mixed strategies represented by x ∈ [0, 1], where x is the probability that a
player chooses C (and 1− x , the probability that a player chooses D). Thus, pure-strategy D
(resp. C) corresponds to mixed strategy x = 0 (resp. x = 1). We call mixed strategies with
x ∈ (0, 1), totally mixed strategies. Our main focus will be on symmetric strategy profiles
in which all players adopt the same mixed strategy x . In particular, we will be interested in
mixed strategies that are evolutionary stable when used by all players (i.e., evolutionarily
stable strategies, ESS) and their relation to those strategy profiles that maximize expected
average payoff over all symmetric strategy profiles. We refer to the later symmetric strategy
profiles as social optima (see Sect. 3.3 for a formal definition).

2.2 What is Cooperation?

Given a game as the one described above, when can we say that action C corresponds to
“cooperation” and action D to “defection”? To answer to this question, we propose the
following definition of a cooperative action (hence, of “cooperation”), that we will endorse
throughout.

Definition 1 (Cooperation) Action C is cooperative if and only if (i) mutual C is preferred
over mutual D, i.e.,

Cn−1 > D0 (2)

holds, and (ii) action C induces “positive individual externalities,” i.e.,

Ck+1 ≥ Ck and Dk+1 ≥ Dk, k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 2 (3)

holds, with at least one of such inequalities being strict.

Definition 1 comprises two conditions. First, condition (i) means that players obtain a
larger payoff if they all choose C than if they all chooseD. This condition is often encountered
as part of previous definitions of multi-player “social dilemmas,” “cooperative dilemmas” or
“cooperation games,” and hence implicitly included as a property of a cooperative action [13,
33, 48, 60, 61]. Second, condition (ii) is the requirement that the payoffs to C-players andD-
players are non-decreasing (and at least sometimes increasing) in the number of cooperating
co-players. In other words: a unilateral switch from defection to cooperation by a focal
player will never decrease and will sometimes increase the payoff of a given co-player. Both
stronger and weaker versions of condition (ii) of Definition 1 (and the underlying concept
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of positive individual externalities) have previously appeared in the literature to characterize
the meaning of a cooperative action (or cooperative type) in game-theoretic and population
genetics models of multi-player cooperation. A stronger version of condition (ii) (namely
that the payoff sequences C and D are both strictly increasing, i.e., Eq. (3) but with strict
inequalities) appears as part of the “individual-centered” interpretation of altruism proposed
by [34]. A weaker version of this condition (namely that the payoff sequences C and D are
both non-decreasing without the additional requirement that one inequality holds strictly)
has appeared as part of the definitions of “n-player social dilemmas” [33], “cooperation
games” [60], and “multi-player social dilemmas” [61]. Our formulation of condition (ii)
sits in between these previous formulations by excluding cases where payoffs are totally
insensitive to the number of cooperators among co-players while allowing for cases where
the payoffs to players could be, in some contexts, constant with respect to an increase in
the number of cooperators. This is the case, for instance, of the volunteer’s dilemma and the
teamwork dilemma we discuss in Sect. 5.3.

2.3 What is a Cooperative Dilemma?

Not all games where C is cooperative pose a social dilemma in the sense that there is a
conflict between the individual and the collective interest to choose the cooperative action.
To illustrate, consider the case of a two-player game with payoff matrix

( C D
C C1 C0

D D1 D0

)
(4)

satisfying C1 > C0 > D1 > D0. In such a “harmony game” [37], action C is cooperative and
the symmetric strategy profile in which both players cooperate achieves the highest possible
payoff (namely C1) for both players. Hence, x = 1 is the social optimum, and it is in the
collective interest of the players that they both cooperate. At the same time, due to the payoff
inequalities C0 > D0 and C1 > D1, cooperation is dominant. Hence, no matter what the
other player does, it is in the individual interest of each player to choose C. Individual interest
and the collective interest are thus perfectly aligned and there is no discernible dilemma.

The example of the harmony game suggests to define a cooperative dilemma by adding to
Definition 1 the requirement that action C is not dominant. This is, for instance, the approach
followed byPłatkowski [61,Axiom3].Aswewill explain in Sect. 4, for gameswithmore than
two players such an approach is not satisfactory from an evolutionary perspective. Instead, to
capture the intuition that a social dilemma should describe a situation where there is a conflict
between the individual and the collective interests, we introduce the following definition:

Definition 2 (Social dilemma) A game is a social dilemma if it has an ESS x∗ that is not a
social optimum x̂ .

Definition 2 is similar to the one given by Kollock [35, p. 184], who defines a social
dilemma as a game having “at least one deficient equilibrium.” It is clear that in the harmony
game the unique ESS is x = 1 and thus coincides with the social optimum. Hence, the
harmony game is not a social dilemma according to Definition 2. The same is true for the
“prisoner’s delight” [72], i.e., the two-player game with payoffs satisfying C1 > D1 > C0 >

D0, in which action C is cooperative and the unique ESS x = 1 again coincides with the
social optimum.

Building on Definitions 1 and 2, we define a cooperative dilemma as follows:
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Table 1 Two-player cooperative dilemmas

Name Payoff ranking

Prisoner’s dilemma D1 > C1 > D0 ≥ C0 or D1 ≥ C1 > D0 > C0

Snowdrift game (or chicken) D1 > C1 ≥ C0 > D0

Stag hunt (or assurance game) C1 > D1 ≥ D0 > C0

Definition 3 (Cooperative dilemma) A cooperative dilemma is a social dilemma in which C
is cooperative.

For the case of two-player games, much of the previous literature on social dilemmas
has identified the prisoner’s dilemma, the snowdrift game (or chicken), and the stag hunt (or
assurance game) as the prototypical examples of cooperative dilemmas [35, 61]. Definition 3
is in line with this literature. Indeed, as we prove later (see Proposition 2), these are the only
three different two-player games that are cooperative dilemmas according to our definition.
Table 1 records the payoff inequalities that we use to define these games. Note that our
definition of a prisoner’s dilemma is more permissive than the standard definition, which
requires D1 > C1 > D0 > C0. Similarly, the standard definitions of a snowdrift game and a
stag hunt would require all four inequalities in the corresponding lines of Table 1 to be strict.
Our definitions are in line with allowing weak inequalities in condition (ii) of Definition 1
and avoid cumbersome case distinctions.

In Sects. 4–6, we will explore the consequences of Definition 3 for the general class of
games defined in Sect. 2.1. Doing so for games with more than two players is much more
challenging than for the two-player case and requires additional tools and definitions. We
introduce these in the following section.

3 Methods

Here, we introduce the concepts and tools that we use to derive our results. First, we briefly
point out the sign terminology that we will use to describe sequences and functions. Second,
we define the private gain function that determines the ESS structure of the game. Third,
we define the social gain function that determines the social optimum. Fourth, we define
the external gain function; this is the difference between the social function and the gain
function. Fifth, and finally, we briefly introduce the Bernstein transform of a sequence.
Bernstein transforms are important for our analysis because they provide a link between
the sign structure of sequences determined by the payoffs of a game and the various gain
functions that matter for our analysis. See Fig. 1for an illustrating example of some of the
notions we will introduce below.

3.1 Sign Patterns of Sequences and Functions

We will make frequent use of specific language to describe the sign properties of both
sequences (e.g., the private, social, and external sequences defined below) and functions
(e.g., the private, social, and external functions defined below). For example, for a given
sequence A = (A0, A1, . . . , An−1) ∈ R

n , the initial (resp. final) sign of A refers to the sign
of the first (resp. final) nonzero element ofA, and the sign pattern of A refers to the sequence
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Fig. 1 Five-player gamewith payoff sequences C = (0, 2/3, 2/3, 2/3, 2/3) and D = (0, 0, 1, 1, 1). This is an
example of the public goods games considered in Sect. 5.3 with benefit sequence given by b = (0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1)
and cost sequence given by c = (0, 1/3, 1/3, 1/3, 1/3). Action C is cooperative (Definition 1): (i)C4 = 2/3 >

0 = D0 holds, and (ii) C as well as D are increasing sequences. The game has a unique totally mixed ESS
x∗ and a unique social optimum x̂ satisfying 0 < x∗ < x̂ < 1. Since x∗ �= x̂ , the game is a social dilemma
(Definition 2) and, since C is cooperative, also a cooperative dilemma (Definition 3). Left panel: The expected
payoffs toC-players (wC (x)) and toD-players (wD(x)) are, respectively, theBernstein transformsof the payoff
sequences C and D. wC (x∗) = wD(x∗) holds at the totally mixed ESS x∗ (the “indifference condition” of
totally mixed ESSs). The social optimum x̂ is the global maximum of the expected average payoffw(x). Right
panel: The private gain function g(x), the social gain function s(x), and the external gain function h(x) are,
respectively, the Bernstein transforms of the private gain sequence G, the social gain sequence S, and the
external gain sequence H

of signs of the nonzero elements of A after consecutive repeated values are removed. We
will also refer to a sequence as positive (resp. negative) if all of its elements are non-negative
(resp. non-positive) and at least one element is positive (resp. negative). We refer the reader
to “Appendix A” for more formal definitions of these and other related concepts. Similar
sign notions apply to real functions; see “Appendix B” for formal definitions (restricted
to polynomials on the unit interval, which are the class of real functions relevant for our
analysis).

3.2 Private Gains

The expected payoff to a C-player when all co-players play x is

wC (x) =
n−1∑
k=0

(
n − 1

k

)
xk(1 − x)n−1−kCk . (5)
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Similarly, the expected payoff to a D-player when all co-players play x is

wD(x) =
n−1∑
k=0

(
n − 1

k

)
xk(1 − x)n−1−k Dk . (6)

We call the difference between these two expected payoffs the private gain function and
denote it by g. It is given by

g(x) = wC (x) − wD(x) =
n−1∑
k=0

(
n − 1

k

)
xk(1 − x)n−1−k Gk, (7)

where

Gk = Ck − Dk, k = 0, . . . , n − 1, (8)

is the difference between the payoff to a C-player interacting with k other C-players and the
payoff to a D-player interacting with k other C-players. Such a difference can be interpreted
as the private gain enjoyed by a focal player who switches its action from D to C when k
co-players play C and the remaining n − 1 − k co-players play D.1 We collect the terms Gk

in the private gain sequence G = C − D = (G0, G1, . . . , Gn−1) ∈ R
n .

We are interested in the private gain function (7) because it determines the ESS structure
of the game (see Lemma 3 in “Appendix C” for a formal statement). In particular, pure-
strategy x = 0 (resp. x = 1) is an ESS if and only if g is negative (resp. positive) in a small
neighborhood around x = 0 (resp. x = 1), while a totally mixed strategy x∗ is an ESS if and
only if g changes sign from positive to negative around x∗. Hence, totally mixed ESSs are
roots of g (i.e., a totally mixed ESS x∗ is a solution of g(x∗) = 0). Since the private gain
function (7) is a polynomial of degree n − 1, finding totally mixed ESSs involves solving a
polynomial equation of degree n − 1.

3.3 Social Gains

The expected average payoff of a player playing mixed strategy x when all co-players also
play x is

w(x) = xwC (x) + (1 − x)wD(x), (9)

which can also be interpreted as the expected population payoff in a population where a
proportion x of individuals are of type C and a proportion 1 − x are of type D. A social
optimum is a mixed strategy

x̂ = argmax
x∈[0,1]

w(x) (10)

that maximizesw. For ease of exposition, we will assume throughout that the social optimum
is unique, i.e., that the expected average payoff w has a single global maximum.

The expected average payoff can be rewritten as

w(x) =
n∑

i=0

(
n

i

)
xi (1 − x)n−i Ti

n
, (11)

1 Wehave previously called such gains the “gains from switching” in [57] and the “direct gains from switching”
in [59].
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where

Ti = iCi−1 + (n − i)Di , i = 0, 1, . . . , n, (12)

represents the total payoff to the n players when i players choose C and n − i choose D (and
where we have set C−1 = Dn = 0). We collect the elements Ti in the total payoff sequence
T = (T0, T1, . . . , Tn) ∈ R

n+1. The average payoff to the n players when i players choose C
and n − i choose D is then given by Ti/n.

Taking the derivative of the expression for the expected average payoff in (11) and
simplifying, we obtain

s(x) = dw(x)

dx
=

n−1∑
k=0

(
n − 1

k

)
xk(1 − x)n−1−k Sk, (13)

where
Sk = �Tk = Tk+1 − Tk, k = 0, . . . , n − 1, (14)

is the first forward difference of the total payoffs. The terms (14) can be interpreted as the
gains in total payoff to all players caused by a focal player that switches its action fromD to C
when k co-players play C and the remaining n−1−k co-players playD. For future reference,
we collect such social gains (14) in the social gain sequence S = (S0, S1, . . . , Sn−1) ∈ R

n ,
and call s the social gain function.

Candidate social optima correspond to either one of the two pure strategies (i.e., x̂ = 0 or
x̂ = 1) or to a totally mixed strategy x̂ ∈ (0, 1) satisfying the first-order condition s(x̂) = 0.
Specifically, a social optimum must be a local maximum of s. This observation leads to a
link between the sign pattern of s and social optimality (see Lemma 4 of “Appendix C”) that
parallels the link between the sign pattern of g to evolutionary stability we discussed above.2

In particular, a totally mixed social optimum x̂ is a root of s. Since the social gain function
(13) is a polynomial of degree n − 1, finding totally mixed social optima involves solving a
polynomial equation of degree n − 1.

3.4 External Gains

The private gain function and social gain function both depend on the game structure given
by the payoff sequences. It will be useful for our purposes to made this link explicit by
expressing the social gain function as

s(x) = g(x) + h(x) (15)

where

h(x) = x
dwC (x)

dx
+ (1 − x)

dwD(x)

dx
(16)

=
n−1∑
k=0

(
n − 1

k

)
xk(1 − x)n−1−k Hk, (17)

with

Hk = Sk − Gk = k�Ck−1 + (n − 1 − k)�Dk, k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, (18)

2 The link provided by Lemma 4 is however weaker, as conditions are necessary but not sufficient.
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where �Ck−1 = Ck − Ck−1, �Dk = Dk+1 − Dk , and C−1 = Dn = 0. The terms (18)
can be interpreted as the gains in payoff accrued to co-players when a focal player switches
from playing D to playing C when k co-players play C and all other co-players play D, and
are thus equal to the social gains minus the private gains. We call these terms the external
gains,3 collect them in the external gain sequence H = (H0, H1, . . . , Hn−1) ∈ R

n , and call
h the external gain function. Equation (15) expresses the social gain function as the sum of
the private gain function and the external gain function.

3.5 Bernstein Transforms

The expected payoffs to C-players (5) and toD-players (6) are polynomials in Bernstein form
in themixed strategy x with coefficients given, respectively, by the payoff sequencesC and D,
i.e., the expected payoff to C-players, wC (x) (resp. toD-players, wD(x)), can be understood
as the Bernstein transform of the payoff sequence C (resp. D). Likewise, the private gain
function (7), the social gain function (13), and the external gain function (17), are all Bernstein
transforms are endowed with many shape-preserving properties linking the sign patterns of
the sequences of coefficients and the sign patterns of the respective polynomials [24, 57],
including preservation of initial and final signs, preservation of positivity, and the variation-
diminishing property (see “Appendix D”). These properties imply a tight link between the
sign pattern of the private gain sequence G and the private gain function g, and between the
social gain sequence S and the social gain function s (see Appendices A and B for our sign
terminology when applied to sequences and polynomials). This link implies, via Lemmas 3
and 4 in “Appendix C,” a connection between the sign pattern of the private gain sequence G
and the ESS structure of the game on the one hand, and a connection between the sign pattern
of the social gain sequence S and the location of the social optimum on the other hand. In
many cases of interest, this allows us to identify a game as a cooperative dilemma and to
extract key information about ESSs and social optima without the need for a more involved
analysis (e.g., without the need for explicitly solving the polynomial equations needed to
verify whether a totally mixed strategy is an ESS or a social optimum).

4 Identifying Cooperative Dilemmas

Having introducedourmethods,webeginour investigationofmulti-player cooperative dilem-
mas.We start by noting and recording two simple consequences of action C being cooperative.
First, since mutual C is preferred over mutual D if action C is cooperative, it follows that the
social optimum is greater than zero, i.e., that some cooperation is required to maximize the
expected average payoff:

Lemma 1 Suppose mutual C is preferred over universal D, i.e., condition (2) holds. Then,
x̂ > 0.

Proof See “Appendix E.” ��
Second, if C is cooperative, then it induces positive individual externalities, which in turn

implies that the external gain sequence must be positive. This implies (by the preservation of
positivity property of Bernstein transforms, see Lemma 5.5) that the external gain function
(17) is positive. Thus, we have:

3 We have previously called such gains the “indirect gains from switching” in [59].
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Lemma 2 Suppose that C induces positive individual externalities, i.e., condition (3) holds
(with at least one inequality being strict). Then, h > 0 holds; i.e., h(x) ≥ 0 holds for all
x ∈ [0, 1] with the inequality being strict for all x ∈ (0, 1).

Lemma 2 implies (via identity (15) and, hence, g(x) = s(x) − h(x)) that the private gain
function is strictly smaller than the social gain function for all x ∈ (0, 1). UsingLemmas 1 and
2 together with Lemma 3 in “Appendix C” allows us to prove the following characterization
result of multi-player cooperative dilemmas.

Proposition 1 Suppose that action C is cooperative. Then, the following three statements are
equivalent:

(i) The game is a cooperative dilemma.
(ii) There exists x ∈ [0, 1] such that g(x) < 0.
(iii) x = 1 is not the only ESS of the game.

Proof See “Appendix E.” ��
Proposition 1 provides two alternative necessary and sufficient conditions for a game

with a cooperative action to be a cooperative dilemma. Condition (ii) is that the private gain
function is negative for at least some value of its domain. In other words, players must have
an ex-ante incentive (in terms of their private gain in expected payoff) to chooseD over C for
at least some symmetric mixed-strategy profile played by co-players. Condition (iii) is that
full cooperation (x = 1) is not the only ESS. This encompasses two possibilities. The first is
that x = 1 is not an ESS (as in the prisoner’s dilemma or the snowdrift game). The second is
that x = 1 is an ESS but there exists at least one alternative ESS x∗ satisfying x∗ < 1 (as in
the stag hunt). We note that the equivalence between conditions (i) and (iii) in the statement
of Proposition 1 would be trivial if it were the case that C being cooperative implied that
full cooperation is the social optimum (x̂ = 1). However, this is not so. For instance, it can
be verified by direct calculation for the prisoner’s dilemma and the snowdrift game that full
cooperation is the social optimum for these games if and only if 2C1 ≥ C0 + D1 holds.
Section6.1 provides further illustration.

Supposing that action C is cooperative (which is straightforward to check), condition (ii) in
Proposition 1 allows us to identify a cooperative dilemma by inspecting the sign pattern of the
private gain function. Although, in general, this check is simpler than explicitly identifying
the ESS and the social optimum, and comparing them (as required by Definition 2), it can
still be a non-trivial task requiring a numerical instead of an analytical treatment. Fortunately,
in many cases of interest, a direct inspection of the sign pattern of the private gain sequence
might be enough to identify a cooperative dilemma. Two-player games are one such case.
Indeed, we have:

Proposition 2 (Two-player cooperative dilemmas) Suppose that n = 2 and that action C is
cooperative. Then, the game is a social dilemma (and hence a cooperative dilemma) if and
only if G is not positive, i.e., if and only if

G0 < 0 or G1 < 0. (19)

Further, condition (19) holds if and only if the game is a prisoner’s dilemma, a snowdrift
game or a stag hunt as defined in Table 1.

Proof See “Appendix E.” ��
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Table 2 Two-player cooperative dilemmas

Name Sign pattern of the private gain sequence

Prisoner’s dilemma G0 ≤ 0, G1 < 0 or G0 < 0, G1 ≤ 0

Snowdrift game (or chicken) G0 > 0, G1 < 0

Stag hunt (or assurance game) G0 < 0, G1 > 0

Condition (19) means that either D0 > C0 or D1 > C1 holds, i.e., that C does not weakly
dominate D. For two-player games, the absence of such a dominance relation is necessary
and sufficient for players to have a strict ex-ante incentive to chooseD rather than C for some
mixed strategy of their co-player, ensuring that condition (ii) in Proposition 1 is satisfied.
Table 2 records the sign patterns of the gain sequence associated with the three kinds of
two-player cooperative dilemmas.

One might hope that replacing condition (19) by

Gk < 0, for some k ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} (20)

yields a counterpart to Proposition 2 for multi-player games. Condition (20) again excludes
the possibility that action C weakly dominates D and has been previously considered as part
of the definition of a cooperative dilemma. For instance, condition (20) appears as part of the
definition of “multi-player social dilemma” proposed by Płatkowski [61, Axiom 3].

It is easy to verify that condition (20) is indeed a necessary condition for a game to be a
cooperative dilemma (in the sense of our definition): If condition (20) fails, then g(x) ≥ 0
holds for all x ∈ [0, 1], so that condition (ii) in Proposition 1 implies that the game is not a
cooperative dilemma. We thus have:

Corollary 1 Suppose that action C is cooperative. If the game is a cooperative dilemma, then
condition (20) holds.

Proof See “Appendix E.” ��
However, for n > 2, the absence of a weak dominance relationship between C and D

(i.e., condition (20)) does not exclude the possibility that the social optimum coincides with
the unique ESS. From an evolutionary perspective, it is thus not the case that condition (20)
is sufficient to imply a divergence between the collective interest and the behavior induced
by individual interest. The underlying reason is that there may be no ex-ante incentive to
defect (i.e., the gain function g remains positive for all x) despite the existence of some ex-
post incentives to defect (condition (20)). Technically, this is due to the variation-diminishing
property ofBernstein transforms (seeLemma5.5) and the possibility that the gain function has
a smaller number of sign changes than the gain sequence. The following example illustrates
this possibility (see also Fig. 2).

Example 1 Consider the three-player game with payoff sequences C = (1/2, 1, 2) and
D = (−1/2, 5/4, 3/2) (Fig. 2). The private gain sequence is then G = (1,−1/4, 1/2).
By Definition 1, action C is cooperative. Additionally, players have an ex-post incentive to
defect when one of their co-players cooperate (G1 < 0). However, the game does not consti-
tute a cooperative dilemma, according to Definition 3, because its unique ESS coincides with
the social optimum, which is given by x̂ = 1. This is because the private gain function (which
simplifies to g(x) = 1− 5

2 x + 2x2) is positive in its domain, so that players have no ex-ante
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Fig. 2 Three-player game considered in Example 1. Left panel: Action C is cooperative (Definition 1), since
(i) C2 > D0, and (ii) both the payoff sequence C and the payoff sequence D are increasing. Additionally,
G1 < 0 holds: individuals have an ex-post incentive to defect if exactly one co-player cooperates. Right panel:
The game is not a cooperative dilemma (Definition 3), since the unique ESS x∗ = 1 coincides with the social
optimum x̂ = 1, which maximizes the expected average payoff w(x). Since the private gain function g(x) is
never negative in the unit interval, individuals have no ex-ante incentive to defect

incentive to defect. By Proposition 1, the game is not a cooperative dilemma according to
our definition.

While the generalization of (19) to (20) fails to be sufficient for a multi-player game with
a cooperative action to be a cooperative dilemma, an alternative generalization of (19) yields
such a sufficient condition. Specifically, consider the condition that G0 < 0 or Gn−1 < 0
holds,which for n = 2 is equivalent to (19).Due to the sign-preserving properties ofBernstein
transforms, G0 < 0 is equivalent to g(0) < 0, whereas Gn−1 < 0 is equivalent to g(1) < 0,
so that by Proposition 1, the game is a cooperative dilemmawhen one of these two conditions
holds. More generally, it suffices that the initial sign or the final sign of the G is negative
to ensure that for sufficiently small x > 0 or for sufficiently large x < 1, the inequality
g(x) < 0 holds. Hence, we obtain:

Corollary 2 Suppose that action C is cooperative. If either the initial or the final sign of G is
negative, then the game is a cooperative dilemma.

Proof See “Appendix E.” ��
The simplest among the multi-player games identified as cooperative dilemmas by Corol-

lary 2 are the ones in which G is negative (ensuring that both the initial and final sign of G
are negative) or the ones having only one sign change (ensuring that either the initial sign
or the final sign is negative). Such games are the natural generalizations of the three kinds
of two-player cooperative dilemmas to the multi-player case (cf. Table 2, which shows that
for the prisoner’s dilemma G is negative, whereas G has one sign change from positive to
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negative for the snowdrift game and one sign change from negative to positive for the stag
hunt). We are thus led to define:

Definition 4 (Multi-player prisoner’s dilemmas, snowdrift games, and stag hunts) Let action
C be cooperative and n > 2.

1. The game is a multi-player prisoner’s dilemma if G is negative.
2. The game is a multi-player snowdrift game if G has a single sign change from positive

to negative.
3. The game is a multi-player stag hunt if G has a single sign change from negative to

positive.

Definition 4 expands the definition of prisoner’s dilemmas, snowdrift games, and stag hunts
to interactions among any number of players. These definitions are related (but not equal) to
previous definitions of such multi-player games (for some discussion, see “Appendix F”).

To see that the multi-player cooperative dilemmas defined in Definition 4 are similar to
their two-player counterparts, we offer the following result, which demonstrates that the ESS
structures of these games are identical to those of the corresponding two-player cooperative
dilemmas.4

Proposition 3 (ESS structure of (multi-player) prisoner’s dilemmas, snowdrift games, and
stag hunts)

1. A (multi-player) prisoner’s dilemma has exactly one ESS, namely x∗ = 0.
2. A (multi-player) snowdrift game has exactly one ESS x∗ ∈ (0, 1).
3. A (multi-player) stag hunt has two ESS, namely x∗

1 = 0 and x∗
2 = 1.

Proof See “Appendix E.” ��

5 Collective Action Games as Examples of Cooperative Dilemmas

We have given a definition of a cooperative dilemma together with conditions for a multi-
player game to qualify as such. In this section, we review several classes of collective action
games and show how all of them represent cooperative dilemmas for suitable parameter
values.Moreover,we show thatmany of these collective action games belong to the categories
of multi-player prisoner’s dilemmas, snowdrift games, and stag hunts defined in Definition
4 and characterized in Proposition 3.

5.1 Participation Games with Negative Externalities (Congestion Games)

As a first example of collective action games, consider the participation games with negative
externalities to other participants (or congestion games) discussed by Anderson and Engers
[1, Section 3]. This class of games includes, among others, the threshold participation game
with “negative feedback” of Dindo and Tuinstra [19] and El Farol bar problem [3]; it also
provides a simple formalization of the famous “tragedy of the commons” [31]. Playing D
(to participate, or to choose “in”) means to take part in an activity such as entering a market,
exploiting a common resource, driving, or going to a bar (see Fig. 3 for an example). Playing
C (to abstain from participating, or to stay “out”) means to refrain from taking part in such

4 Proposition 3 is not a novel result, as it is a particular case ofResult 3 in [57].We state it here for completeness.
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Fig. 3 Six-player congestion game with value sequence v = (1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) and payoff to choosing “out” of
γ = 1/3. Left panel: Payoff sequences C and D, payoff functions wC (x) and wD(x), and expected average
payoffw(x). Right panel: Private, social and external gain sequences G, S, and H , and corresponding private,
social, and external gain functions g(x), s(x), and h(x). Action C is cooperative as (per Definition 1) (i)
C5 = 1/3 > 0 = D0 holds, and (ii) C is constant and D is increasing. Since G has a single sign change from
positive to negative, the game is classified as a multi-player snowdrift game (Definition 4.2), having a totally
mixed ESS x∗ (Proposition 3.2). The social optimum x̂ features a higher probability of cooperating than the
unique ESS, i.e., x∗ < x̂

an activity. The payoff to choosing “out” is a constant γ > 0 (that Anderson and Engers [1]
normalize to zero). The payoff to choosing “in” is a decreasing function of the total number of
D-players. Thus, participants generate negative externalities to other participants. The payoff
sequences C and D can then be written as

Ck = γ, k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, (21a)

Dk = vn−1−k, k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, (21b)

where v� for � ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} is the value of the activity to a participant (D-player) given
that � co-players also participate. By assumption, the sequence v = (v0, v1, . . . , vn−1) ∈ R

n

is decreasing and such that v0 > γ > vn−1 holds, so that the payoff to play “in” if everybody
else plays “out” is greater than the payoff to play “out,” which in turn is greater than the
payoff to play “in” if everybody else plays “in.” It follows that C is constant and D is
increasing, and hence that C induces positive individual externalities. Additionally, since
Cn−1 = γ > vn−1 = D0 holds, action C (staying “out”) is cooperative.

The private gains are given by

Gk = Ck − Dk = γ − vn−1−k, k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. (22)

The private gain sequence G is thus decreasing and has sign pattern (1,−1), i.e., G changes
sign exactly once from positive to negative. In other words, players have an incentive to
participate in the activity (entering a market, exploiting a common resource, driving, going
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Fig. 4 Six-player game with participation synergies with value sequence v = (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1) and payoff to
choosing “out” of γ = 1/3. Left panel: Payoff sequences C and D, payoff functions wC (x) and wD(x), and
expected average payoff w(x). Right panel: Private, social and external gain sequences G, S, and H , and
corresponding private, social, and external gain functions g(x), s(x), and h(x). Action C is cooperative as
(per Definition 1) (i) C5 = 1 > 1/3 = D0 holds, and (ii) D is constant and C is increasing. Since G has
a single sign change from negative to positive, the game is classified as a multi-player stag hunt (Definition
4.3). By Proposition 3.3, the game has two ESSs: x∗

1 = 0 and x∗
2 = 1. While x∗

2 = 1 coincides with the social
optimum, x∗

1 = 0 is a socially inefficient ESS, where cooperation is underprovided

to a bar) as long as not too many others decide likewise. Since not participating (playing C)
is cooperative and G has a single sign change from positive to negative, congestion games
are particular instances of snowdrift games (Definition 4.2). It then follows from Proposition
3.2 that congestion games are all characterized by a unique ESS x∗ that is totally mixed.

5.2 Games with Participation Synergies (Strategic Complements in Participation)

As a second example of collective action games, consider the participation games with
positive externalities to other participants discussed by Anderson and Engers [1, Section 4].
These games are the counterpart to those discussed in Sect. 5.1, and include the “club goods”
studied by Peña et al. [59] and De Jaegher [16], and the “n-person stag hunt game” of Luo
et al. [38]. Let us in this case label C the decision to participate, or to choose “in,” and D the
decision to abstain from participating, or staying “out.” As for congestion games, the payoff
to staying “out” is a constant γ > 0 (that Anderson and Engers [1] normalize to zero). The
payoff to choosing “in” is now increasing in the number of other C-players. Thus, participants
generate positive externalities to other participants (see Fig. 4 for an example). The payoff
sequences C and D are given by

Ck = vk+1, k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 (23a)

Dk = γ, k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, (23b)
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where vi for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} is the value of the activity to a participant (C-player) given
the total number i of participants among players (including the self). By assumption, the
sequence v = (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ R

n is increasing, and such that v1 < γ < vn holds, so that
the payoff to play “in” if everybody else plays “out” is smaller than the payoff to play “out,”
which in turn is smaller than the payoff to play “in” if everybody else plays “in.” It follows that
C is increasing and D is constant, and hence that C induces positive individual externalities.
Additionally, sinceCn−1 = vn > γ = D0 also holds, action C (choosing “in”) is cooperative.

The private gains are given by

Gk = Ck − Dk = vk+1 − γ, k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. (24)

The private gain sequence G has sign pattern (−1, 1), i.e., it has a single sign change from
negative to positive. In this case, players have an incentive to participate in the activity as long
as sufficiently many others also decide to do so. Since participating (playing C) is cooperative
and G has a single sign change from negative to positive, games with participation synergies
are particular instances of stag hunts (Definition 4.3). It then follows fromProposition 3.3 that
games with participation synergies are all characterized by two ESSs: x∗

1 = 0 and x∗
2 = 1.

5.3 Public Goods Games

As a third and final example of collective action games, consider public goods games where
playing C means to voluntarily contribute to a public good while playing D means to shirk
[2, 15, 16, 20, 28, 32, 39, 53, 57, 63, 69, 73, 74, 81]. Contributing entails a cost ci ≥ 0 to
each C-player, while all players (both C-players andD-players) enjoy a benefit bi ≥ 0, where
0 ≤ i ≤ n denotes the total number of C-players among players. The payoff sequences C
and D are then given by

Ck = bk+1 − ck+1, k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 (25a)

Dk = bk, k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. (25b)

We collect the costs in the cost sequence c = (c1, . . . , cn) ∈ R
n and the benefits in

the benefit sequence b = (b0, b1, . . . , bn) ∈ R
n+1. We assume that b is increasing (so that

the larger the number of C-players, the larger the value of the public good that is provided)
and that c is non-decreasing (so that increasing the number of C-players never increases the
cost associated with contributing). We further assume that bn−1 − b0 > cn holds, so that
the difference between the value of the public good if everybody contributes and its value
if nobody contributes is larger than the personal cost if everybody contributes. See Figs. 1
and 5 for examples.

Since benefits b are increasing and costs c are non-decreasing, the payoff sequences C and
D are increasing: Every player is better off the more other players contribute to the public
good. It follows that action C generates positive individual externalities. Since, additionally,
bn−1 − b0 > cn holds, then Cn−1 > D0 holds, and action C is cooperative.

The private gains are given by

Gk = Ck − Dk = �bk − ck+1, k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. (26)

The sign pattern of the private gain sequence G depends on the particular shapes of the
benefit and the cost sequences, and in particular on how the marginal benefit of contributing
�bk = bk+1 − bk scales with the number of other contributors k and compares to the cost
ck+1. Particular examples are given below.

Public goods games with concave benefits and fixed costs
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Fig. 5 Six-player public goods game with benefit sequence b = (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1) and cost sequence c =
(1/7, 1/7, 1/7, 1/7, 1/7, 1/7), i.e., a “teamwork dilemma” with θ = 3 and γ = 1/7. Left panel: Payoff
sequences C and D, payoff functions wC (x) and wD(x), and expected average payoff w(x). Right panel:
Private, social and external gain sequences G, S, and H , and corresponding private, social, and external gain
functions g(x), s(x), and h(x). Action C is cooperative as (per Definition 1) (i) C5 = 6/7 > 0 = D0 holds,
and (ii) both C and D are increasing. G has two sign changes: the first from negative to positive, and the second
from positive to negative. The game has two ESSs: x = 0 and a totally mixed ESS x∗. The game also features
a unique and totally mixed social optimum x̂ . Note that 0 < x∗ < x̂ holds, i.e., there is underprovision of
cooperation at both ESSs

Consider a public goods gamewhere b is concave (i.e.,�2b is negative) and c is a constant
of value γ > 0 (i.e., c = (γ, γ, . . . , γ )), as assumed, for instance, by Gradstein and Nitzan
[28] and Motro [45].5 Then G is decreasing. If costs are high (γ ≥ �b0), G is negative,
and the game is a prisoner’s dilemma (Definition 4.1). If costs are low (γ ≤ �bn−1), G is
positive, and the game is not a cooperative dilemma according to Corollary 1. If costs are
intermediate (i.e., �bn−1 < γ < �b0 holds), G has a single sign change from positive to
negative, and the game is a snowdrift game (Definition 4.2). In this case, players have an
individual incentive to contribute to the public good if there are relatively few contributors,
and they have an incentive to shirk if there are relatively many contributors.

Public goods games with convex benefits
As a second subclass of public goods games, suppose that b is convex (i.e.,�2b is positive).

Then, without the need of further assumptions on the cost sequence, G is increasing. If costs
are high (cn ≥ �bn−1), G is negative, and the game is a prisoner’s dilemma (Definition 4.1).
If costs are low (c1 ≤ �b0), G is positive, and the game does not constitute a cooperative
dilemma (Corollary 1). If costs are intermediate (i.e., �b0 < c1 and �bn−1 > cn hold), G
has a single sign change from negative to positive, and the game is a stag hunt (Definition
4.3).

5 They assume strict concavity of b, i.e., �2b > 0. Our condition is more relaxed.
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Public goods games with sigmoid benefits and fixed costs
As a third subclass of public goods games, suppose that b is first convex, then concave

(i.e., �2b has a single sign change from positive to negative), and c is constant of value
γ > 0 (i.e., c = (γ, γ, . . . , γ )). Examples include models studied by Pacheco et al. [53] and
Archetti and Scheuring [2], where the benefit sequence first accelerates and then decelerates
with the number of contributors. In this case, the private gain sequence is unimodal, i.e., first
increasing, then decreasing. Then, depending on how the cost of contributing γ relates to�b,
we have the following cases. If costs are high (γ ≥ maxk �bk), G is negative, and the game
is a prisoner’s dilemma (Definition 4.1). If costs are low (γ ≤ mink �bk), G is positive, and
the game does not constitute a cooperative dilemma (Corollary 1). If costs are intermediate
(i.e., mink �bk < γ < maxk �bk holds), then the sign pattern of G depends on the relative
position of �b0 and �bn−1 with respect to γ , as follows. If �b0 ≥ γ and �bn−1 < γ ,
then G has a single sign change from positive to negative, and the game is a snowdrift game
(Definition 4.2). If �b0 < γ and �bn−1 ≥ γ , then G has a single sign change from negative
to positive, and the game is a stag hunt (Definition 4.3). Finally, if max {�b0,�bn−1} < γ ,
then the sign pattern of G is (−1, 1,−1), i.e., the private gain sequence is first negative, then
positive, and then negative again. This case, where G has two sign changes (the first one
from negative to positive, the second from positive to negative) is different from the previous
examples and the game cannot be classified as a prisoner’s dilemma, a snowdrift or a stag
hunt. Here, players have an incentive to contribute to the public good only if sufficientlymany
(but not too many) other players also contribute. Notwithstanding, the game is a cooperative
dilemma, as it is clear by an application of Corollary 2. Moreover, the ESS structure of the
game can also be characterized using Bernstein transforms [57, Results 4 and 5]. If γ is
sufficiently low, the game has two ESSs: x∗

1 = 0 and x∗
2 ∈ (0, 1); if γ is sufficiently large,

the game has a unique ESS x∗ = 0.
Threshold public goods games with fixed costs
A noteworthy example of a public goods game with sigmoid benefits and fixed costs is

the threshold public goods game with fixed costs and no refunds [5, 50, 54, 74]. In this game,
contributors pay a non-refundable cost equal to 0 < γ < 1 and the public good is provided
if and only if the number of contributors reaches an exogenous threshold θ , in which case all
players get the same benefit (normalized to one) from the provision of the public good. The
cost sequence is thus given by c = (γ, γ, . . . , γ ) and the benefit sequence by

bi = �i ≥ θ�, i = 0, 1, . . . , n, (27)

where �� denotes the Iverson bracket, i.e., �X� = 1 if X is true and �X� = 0 if X is
false. If θ = 1 (only one contributor is required) the game is known as the “volunteer’s
dilemma” [18]. In this case, b is concave, �bn−1 = 0 < γ < 1 = �b0 holds, and the
game is an instance of the public goods games with concave benefits and fixed intermediate
costs presented in Sect. 5. In particular, the sign pattern of G is (1,−1) and the game is a
snowdrift game. Alternatively, if θ = n (all contributors are required), then b is convex,
both �b0 = 0 < γ = c1 and �bn−1 = 1 > γ = cn hold, and the game is an instance of
the public goods games with convex benefits and intermediate costs presented in Sect. 5. In
particular, the sign pattern of G is (−1, 1) and the game is a stag hunt. Finally, if 1 < θ < n
holds (more than one but less than all contributors are needed), the game is an instance of the
public goods games with sigmoid benefits and fixed intermediate costs presented in Sect. 5.
In this case, the game is sometimes referred to as a “teamwork dilemma” [46, 50]: the private
gains are given by Gk = −γ < 0 for k �= θ − 1 and Gθ−1 = 1 − γ > 0, and the sign
pattern of G is (−1, 1,−1). Here, individuals have an incentive to contribute to the public
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good if and only if exactly other θ − 1 players were to contribute, as only in such scenario
their contribution is pivotal.

6 Cooperation and Social Optimality in Cooperative Dilemmas

In this section, we address two questions about the socially optimal probability of cooperation
in a cooperative dilemma. First, we investigate whether or not the social optimum features
full cooperation (x̂ = 1).While we provide a simple condition for the social optimality of full
cooperation, our analysis also reveals that not all cooperative dilemmas satisfy x̂ = 1. This
observation raises our second question, namely whether it could happen that a cooperative
dilemma has an ESS x∗ featuring overprovision of cooperation in the sense that x∗ > x̂
holds. We show that this is impossible.

6.1 When is Full Cooperation Socially Optimal?

We say that full cooperation is socially optimal if x̂ = 1 is the social optimum. It is intuitive
that full cooperation should be socially optimal if, no matter which pure-strategy profile we
consider, switching the action of a single player from D to C never decreases and sometimes
increases the total payoff of all players. This intuition is correct. Formally, requiring that the
social gain sequence S = (S0, S1, . . . , Sn−1), which we have defined in Sect. 3.3, is positive,
i.e., that

Sk ≥ 0, k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 (28)

holds with at least one strict inequality, suffices for the optimality of full cooperation. We
thus have:

Proposition 4 Suppose S is positive. Then, the social optimum satisfies x̂ = 1.

Proof See “Appendix G.” ��
To illustrate the application of Proposition 4, consider the public goods games presented

in Sect. 5.3. For these games, the total payoffs are found by substituting (25) into (12) and
simplifying. They are given by

Ti = nbi − ici , i = 0, 1, . . . , n, (29)

where we set c0 = 0, i.e., by the difference between the total benefits (nbi ) and the total costs
(ici ) in a group of n players, i of which contribute to the collective action. The social gains
thus satisfy

Sk = �Tk = n�bk − [
(k + 1)ck+1 − kck

]
, k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. (30)

Since the benefit sequence b is increasing, a sufficient condition for S to be positive is that

(k + 1)ck+1 ≤ kck, k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 (31)

holds, i.e., that the total costs borne by contributors is non-increasing in the number of
contributors. If condition (31) holds, it follows from Proposition 4 that full cooperation is
socially optimal. This is the case, for instance, if there is “cost sharing” [81], i.e., if the cost
sequence is given by ci = γ /i for some constant γ > 0.

As a counterpart to Proposition 4, we can also provide a simple sufficient condition
implying that full cooperation is not socially optimal:
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Proposition 5 If Sn−1 < 0 holds, then the social optimum satisfies x̂ < 1.

Proof See “Appendix G.” ��
The condition Sn−1 < 0 in the statement of Proposition 5 holds in many cooperative

dilemmas. For instance, in two-player games, we have Sn−1 = S1 = 2C1 − C0 − D1, so
that full cooperation is not socially optimal in prisoner’s dilemmas and snowdrift games
with 2C1 < C0 + D1. More interestingly, Proposition 5 directly implies that the volunteer’s
dilemma and the teamwork dilemmas discussed in Sect. 5.3 are examples of multi-player
cooperative dilemmas in which full cooperation is not socially optimal. Indeed, for such
games, �bn−1 = 0 (there is no additional collective benefit generated if the number of
cooperators among players increases from n − 1 to n) and ck = γ for all k = 1, . . . , n
(costs are fixed) hold. Substituting these values into equation (30) for k = n − 1, we obtain
Sn−1 = −γ , so that Proposition 5 applies. See also the examples illustrated in Figs. 1, 3,
and 5.

6.2 Can Cooperation be Overprovided at Equilibrium?

We have made it a defining feature of a cooperative action that it induces positive individual
externalities (condition (ii) in Definition 1). As these positive externalities are not internalized
in the private gains that determine evolutionary stability, intuition suggests that whenever
action C is cooperative, the probability of cooperation x∗ at an ESS can not be higher than the
socially optimal probability of cooperation x̂ . The following result shows that this reasoning
is correct.

Proposition 6 Suppose action C is cooperative. Let x∗ be an ESS and x̂ the social optimum.
Then, x∗ < x̂ holds unless x∗ = x̂ = 1.

Proof See “Appendix G.” ��
Note that Proposition 6 not only excludes the possibility of overprovision of cooperation

at an ESS (x∗ > x̂), but also establishes that the only case in which an ESS can agree with the
social optimum is the one in which the internal incentives to cooperate are so strong that full
cooperation is an ESS. Because the definition of a social dilemma excludes the possibility
that the game has a unique ESS coinciding with the social optimum, it follows that in any
cooperative dilemma either (i) all ESS feature underprovision of cooperation, x∗ < x̂ (as in
the two-player prisoner’s dilemma and snowdrift game) or (ii) there exist one ESS, namely
x∗ = 1, which coincides with the social optimum, but all other ESS (of which at least one
exists) feature underprovision of cooperation (as in the two-player stag hunt).

We find it noteworthy and surprising that (in contrast to all other results in this paper)
Proposition 6 fails if the definition of a cooperative action that we have adopted is made more
permissive by replacing condition (ii) in Definition 1 with the weaker requirement that action
C induces positive aggregate externalities, i.e., that switching one player’s action from D to
C never decreases but sometimes increases the sum of the co-player’s payoffs. “Appendix H”
expands on this.

7 Discussion

We have revisited the questions of what is cooperation, and what is a cooperative dilemma
[34, 48, 61], in the context of binary-action multi-player games, and analyzed some of the
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evolutionary consequences of such definitions in the absence of any additional mechanism
to promote the evolution of cooperation. Our contributions are sixfold.

First, we defined an action to be cooperative if two conditions hold (Definition 1). The
first condition is that mutual cooperation must provide higher payoffs than mutual defection
[13]. The second condition is that cooperation must provide what we have called “positive
individual externalities,” that is, a player switching from defection to cooperation must never
decrease and sometimes increase the payoff of each co-player for any profile of pure strategies
adopted by co-players [33, 34, 60, 61, 77]. Building on this definition of a cooperative action,
we then defined a cooperative dilemma as a gamewith a cooperative action that is also a social
dilemma (Definition 3). In turn, we defined a social dilemma as a game featuring at least one
ESS that is not socially optimal, in the sense that it does not maximize the expected average
payoff (Definition 2). This definition of social dilemma is similar to the definition given
by Kollock [35] but adapted to our evolutionary (and symmetric) setup. We illustrated our
definitions with two-player games, and showed that the prisoner’s dilemma, the snowdrift
game, and the stag hunt are cooperative dilemmas according to our definition. Moreover,
these three classes of games are the only kinds of cooperative dilemmas that can arise when
the number of players is two.

Second, we provided simple conditions guaranteeing that a gamewith a cooperative action
is a cooperative dilemma. A necessary and sufficient condition is that, ex-ante, players have
individual incentives to defect (Proposition 1). For two-player games (and two-player games
only), this condition boils down to requiring that, ex-post, players have individual incentives to
defect (Proposition 2), which can be easily verified by an inspection of inequalities involving
the payoffs from the game. Moving to more than two players, we provided both simple
necessary (but not sufficient) and simple sufficient (but not necessary) conditions for a game
to be a cooperative dilemma, given in terms of the ex-post individual incentives to defect,
and hence in terms of simple inequalities involving the payoffs from the game. The necessary
condition is that individuals have some ex-post incentive to defect (Corollary 1). The sufficient
condition is that individuals have an ex-post incentive to defect either if everybody else
defects, or if everybody else cooperates (Corollary 2).

Third, we proposed definitions of prisoner’s dilemmas, snowdrift games, and stag hunts
for more than two players (Definition 4). In all cases, the multi-player game has a cooperative
action and an ex-post incentive structure reminiscent of its two-player counterpart, and thus
stated in terms of inequalities at the level of payoffs of the game. Prisoner’s dilemmas are
such that defection is (weakly) dominant. Individual incentives are thus characterized by both
greed (of exploiting cooperators) and fear (of being exploited by non-cooperators). Snowdrift
games are characterized by greed only, with incentives to defect if sufficiently many others
cooperate. Stag hunts are characterized by fear only, with disincentives to cooperate if not
enough others cooperate. We showed that in all cases, the ESS structure of each of these
games is reminiscent of the ESS structure of the respective two-player games (Proposition
3): the multi-player prisoner’s dilemma is characterized by an unique ESSwhere cooperation
is absent, the multi-player snowdrift game has a unique ESS that is totally mixed (so that
players cooperate with a positive probability), and the stag hunt has two ESSs: full defection
and full cooperation.

Fourth, we (i) reviewed three main classes of binary-action collective action games often
discussed in economics and evolutionary biology, (ii) showed that they all fall (for suit-
able parameter values) within the category of cooperative dilemmas that we defined, and
(iii) indicated how most of them fall within the class of multi-player prisoner’s dilemmas,
snowdrift games, and stag hunts that we defined. The first class of collective action games
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comprises congestion games (Sect. 5.1), where taking part in an activity generates nega-
tive externalities to other participants, and which are special cases of snowdrift games. This
observation, together with Proposition 3.2, recovers and generalizes Anderson and Engers
[1, Proposition 1], who proved the existence and uniqueness of a symmetric NE for the class
of congestion games we discussed. The second class comprises games with participation
synergies (Sect. 5.2), where taking part in an activity generates positive externalities to other
participants, and which are special cases of stag hunt games. This observation, together with
Proposition 3.3, (i) recovers and strengthens Anderson and Enger [1, Proposition 7], who
proved that x = 0 and x = 1 are symmetric NE for games with participation synergies,
and (ii) provides a simpler proof for the result in Luo et al. [38, Appendix A] characterizing
the ASE of the replicator dynamic of their “n-person stag hunt” game. The third and final
class comprises the very popular public goods games (Sect. 5.3), where cooperating gener-
ates positive externalities to all other players, including individuals that do not cooperate and
instead free ride on the contributions of cooperators. Here, depending on the particular shape
of the benefit (or production) function, the game can be a prisoner’s dilemma, a snowdrift
game, a stag hunt, or a different kind of game, characterized by a private gain sequence
having two sign changes: the first one from negative to positive; the second from positive to
negative. Such a game (which may be called a “stagdrift game” as it combines properties of
both the snowdrift game and the stag hunt) can lead to a ESS structure with two ESSs: the
pure equilibrium where everybody defects, and a totally mixed equilibrium where players
cooperate with a positive probability.

Fifth, we provided simple sufficient conditions for full cooperation to be socially optimal,
and for the social optimum to be totally mixed. The sufficient condition for full cooperation
to be socially optimal is that the social gains are positive (Proposition 4). This means that
switching the action of a focal player from defection to cooperation never makes all of the
players, taken as a block and including the focal, worse off and it sometimes make them
better off. The sufficient condition for the social optimum to be totally mixed is that the
total payoff to players when all players cooperate is smaller than the total payoff to players
when all but one player cooperates (Proposition 5). This proposition illustrates the fact that
for many cooperative dilemmas, the socially optimal strategy may not be full cooperation,
but rather a mixed strategy where individuals defect with some positive probability. This is
already the case for subclasses of two-player prisoner’s dilemmas and snowdrift games, and
it holds for a wide class of multi-player cooperative dilemmas as well.

Sixth, and finally, we investigated the question of whether cooperation is always under-
provided at an inefficient ESS of a multi-player cooperative dilemma. We found that the
answer is positive for all cooperative dilemmas as we defined them—just as it is the case for
two-player cooperative dilemmas. In other words, cooperation can never be overprovided
at equilibrium and it will always be underprovided unless the equilibrium coincides with
the social optimum (Proposition 6). Our result recovers and generalizes to any cooperative
dilemma both Gradstein and Nitzan [28, Proposition 7] and Anderson and Engers [1, Propo-
sition 2], who proved, respectively, the underprovision at equilibrium for the class of public
goods games with concave benefits and fixed intermediate costs introduced in Sect. 5, and
the excessive participation at equilibrium in the class of congestion games considered in
Sect. 5.1.

Previous definitions of cooperative dilemmas have proceeded axiomatically by defining
cooperative dilemmas solely in terms of payoff inequalities [13, 48, 61, 62]. We find these
definitions either too restrictive or too permissive. Dawes [13] defines a “social dilemma
game” as a game satisfying (i)Cn−1 > D0 (i.e., our condition (2)), togetherwith (ii)Ck < Dk

for all k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, i.e., the condition that the private gain sequence G is negative.
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While such a definition includes the multi-player prisoner’s dilemmas characterized above
(and other games having x = 0 as the unique ESS and a social optimum satisfying x̂ > 1),
many of the collective action games we have reviewed in this paper would not qualify as
social dilemmas under this definition, including (multi-player) snowdrift games and stag
hunts. Nowak [48, p. 2] (see also Rand and Nowak [62, Box 1]) defines a “cooperative
dilemma” as a game satisfying (i) Cn−1 > D0 (i.e., our condition (2)) together with (iia)
Ck < Dk for some k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} or (iib) Ck+1 < Dk for some k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 2}.
Condition (iia) is equivalent to condition (20) (i.e., there is some ex-post incentive to defect,
so that cooperation does not weakly dominate defection), while condition (iib) means that “in
anymixed group defectors have a higher payoff than cooperators.” Płatkowski [61, Definition
1] defines a “multiplayer social dilemma” as a game satisfying conditions (i) and (iia) in the
definition by Nowak [48], plus requiring that the payoff sequences C and D are both non-
decreasing (i.e., our condition (3) without requiring any strict inequality). The latter two
definitions label as dilemmas many games where the unique ESS coincides with the unique
social optimum, and hence games where there is no apparent conflict between individual and
collective interests, such as the three-player game in Example 1 (see also Fig. 2). This game
is both a cooperative dilemma sensu Nowak [48] and a multi-player social dilemma sensu
Płatkowski [61], but not a cooperative dilemma according to our definition. By requiring
that cooperative dilemmas are social dilemmas sensu Definition 2, and by Proposition 1, our
definition of cooperative dilemma excludes such cooperative “non-dilemmas.”

Our definition of cooperative action is related to the “individual-centered” definition of
altruism for trait-group models in population genetics proposed by Kerr et al. [34] and
based on previous work by Uyenoyama and Feldman [77]. More specifically, our condition
that cooperation generates “positive individual externalities” (3) is essentially identical to
conditions 7 and 8 in [34], which measure what they refer to as the “benefit of altruism.”6

Kerr et al. [34] considered two other definitions of altruism: the “focal-complement”, and
the “multi-level” definitions of altruism. In our framework, the way that these alternative
definitions measure the benefit of altruism gives rise to potential alternative definitions of
what a cooperative action is and how a cooperative dilemma could be defined (the latter
by linking the new definition of cooperative action to our definition of social dilemma).
Consider first the focal-complement definition of altruism proposed by Kerr et al. [34],
based on previous work by Matessi and Karlin [41]. In this case, the benefit of altruism is
equated with the generation of “positive aggregate externalities” (see the end of Sect. 6.2
and “Appendix H”). Indeed, our condition that cooperation generates “positive aggregate
externalities” (36) is essentially identical to condition 2 in [34].7 As we pointed out in
Sect. 6.2 and “Appendix H,” we could replace condition (ii) in our definition of a cooperative
action for the requirement that cooperation generates positive aggregate externalities. If we
make that change, then all of our results would continue to hold, but for the result on the
impossibility of overprovision of cooperation at an ESS (Proposition 6). As Example 4 in
“Appendix H” illustrates, if cooperation requires positive aggregate externalities instead of
positive individual externalities, it is possible that cooperation is overprovided in stag hunt
games.

Consider next the multi-level definition of altruism proposed by Kerr et al. [34], based
on previous work by Matessi and Jayakar [40] and Cohen and Eshel [12], among others.

6 The only difference between the formulation in Kerr et al. [34] and our condition is our use of weak instead
of strict inequalities.
7 Again, the only difference between the formulation in Kerr et al. [34] and our condition is our use of weak
instead of strict inequalities.
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The benefit of altruism in this definition of altruism (condition 4 in [34]) is equated with the
condition that the total payoffs to players strictly increases with the number of cooperators,
which is equivalent to requiring that the social gains (14) are strictly positive. Suppose we
were to replace condition (ii) in our definition of a cooperative action for the requirement
that the social gain sequence is positive (not necessarily strictly). Then, by Proposition 4,
full cooperation would be socially optimal, and all of our results would continue to hold
(except for, obviously, Proposition 5). In particular, since the social optimum features full
cooperation, it would follow trivially that any ESS different from full cooperation would
feature underprovision of cooperation, and that overprovision of cooperation at an inefficient
ESS would be impossible.

We focused on the questions of what is cooperation, what constitutes a cooperative
dilemma, and the evolutionary consequences of such definitions; not on how cooperation
can be promoted, or on the various ways that different cooperative dilemmas can be resolved
[4, 29, 30, 36, 47, 67, 79, 83]. However, we hope that our definitions and results will help
better inform theoretical work on the mechanisms for the evolution of cooperation and con-
flict resolution. For instance, assortment of similar pure strategies has been often put forward
as a mechanism for the evolution of cooperation [23, 25]. It is clear that for a cooperative
dilemma, perfect assortment (whereby pure-strategy cooperators and pure-strategy defectors
interact exclusively with individuals of the same type) will always lead to the evolution of
cooperation, since the payoff for mutual cooperation is greater than the payoff for mutual
defection (condition (i) in Definition 1). Under perfect assortment, an evolutionary dynamic
will hence lead to a stable equilibrium of full cooperation. Such equilibrium could however
be socially inefficient, as the social optimum could be totallymixed if, for example, the condi-
tion in Proposition 5 holds. As a second, related example, consider an evolutionary model in
a spatially structured population with mixed strategies under so-called δ-weak selection [84],
like the one in [59]. In this case, the selection gradient determining the local attractors of the
evolutionary dynamics (or convergence stable trait values) is given by a linear combination
of the private gain function (7) and the external gain function (17), the last term weighted
by a “scaled relatedness coefficient” that depends on demographic parameters such as group
size and migration rate (see Eqs. 4, 7–9 in [59]). Then, for any cooperative dilemma as we
have defined them here (or more generally, any cooperative dilemma in the broad sense, see
“Appendix H”), the external gain function is positive by Lemma 2. It follows that spatially
structured populations and life cycles leading to positive scaled relatedness coefficientswould
favor the evolution of cooperation, and the more the larger the scaled relatedness. In the limit
when scaled relatedness is equal to one, the selection gradient will be equal to the social
gain function (via identity (15)), and the “best” convergence stable equilibrium [66, 78] will
necessarily coincide with the social optimum. If the social gain function has a single local
maximum, it follows that the cooperative dilemma will be in this case completely relaxed,
and the conflict between individual and collective interests fully resolved.

Toderive our results,we havemostly relied on the shape-preserving properties ofBernstein
transforms, which have proved useful in applications ranging from approximation theory
[17] to computer-aided geometric design [24], and which have also been (either implicitly
or explicitly) applied to game theory [10, 16, 44, 45, 49, 57, 59, 68]. The shape-preserving
properties of Bernstein transforms can also be used to analyze group-size and group-size
variability effects in many of the cooperative dilemmas we characterized in this paper, and in
other binary-action multi-player games [56, 58]. Overall, we hope that our framework based
on Bernstein transforms will serve as a source of inspiration to further explore cooperative
dilemmas, social dilemmas, and other symmetric games with binary actions and multiple
players.
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Appendix A: Sign Patterns of Sequences

In the following, let A = (A1, A2, . . . , Am) ∈ R
m be a nonzero vector (or sequence).

Positive and negative sequences
We say that A is non-negative, and write A ≥ 0, if A� ≥ 0 holds for all � = 1, . . . , m. We

say that A is positive, and write A � 0 if it is non-negative and nonzero, that is, if A� ≥ 0
holds for all � = 1, . . . , m, with the inequality being strict for at least one �. If the inequality
is strict for all � = 1, . . . , m we say that A is strictly positive, and write A > 0. Likewise,
we say that A is non-positive, and write A ≤ 0, if A� ≤ 0 holds for all � = 1, . . . , m. We
say that A is negative, and write A � 0 if it is non-positive and nonzero. We say that it is
strictly negative, and write A < 0, if A� < 0 holds for all � = 1, . . . , m.
Increasing and decreasing sequences

Let us first define, for sequence A, its first forward difference �A =
(�A1, . . . , �Am−1) ∈ R

m−1, where �A� ≡ A�+1 − A�. We then say that A is increasing
if �A is positive, and that it is non-increasing if �A is non-positive, i.e., a non-increasing
sequence is either constant or decreasing. Likewise, we say that A is decreasing if �A is
negative, and that it is non-decreasing if �A is non-negative, i.e., a non-decreasing sequence
is either constant or increasing.
Sign changes, initial and final sign

We denote by σ(A) the number of sign changes of A, ignoring zeros. We also call the
sign of the first non-zero element A f of A the initial sign of A, denote it by I (A), and write

https://github.com/jorgeapenas/CooperativeDilemmas
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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I (A) = sgn(A f ), where

sgn x =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

−1 if x < 0

0 if x = 0

1 if x > 0

(32)

is the sign function. Thus, I (A) = 1 if the initial sign is positive and I (A) = −1 if the initial
sign is negative. Likewise, we call the sign of the last nonzero element of A the final sign of
A, denote it by F(A), and write F(A) = 1 if it is positive, and F(A) = −1 if it is negative.
Sign pattern

Finally, we denote by �(A) the sign pattern of A the vector �(A) ∈ R
σ(A)+1 obtained

by (i) applying the sign function (32) element-wise to the vector A, and (ii) removing zeros
and consecutive repeated values. If A is positive (resp. negative), then, clearly, �(A) = (1)
(resp. �(A) = (−1)).

As an example to illustrate these definitions consider the sequence A =
(0, 0, 1, 2,−3, 0, 4,−5). Then, I (A) = 1, F(A) = −1, σ(A) = 3, and �(A) =
(1,−1, 1,−1).

Appendix B: Sign Patterns of Functions

In the following, consider a polynomial p : [0, 1] → R.
Positive and negative polynomials

We will say that p is positive, and write p � 0 if p(x) ≥ 0 holds for all x ∈ [0, 1] and
the inequality is strict for at least some x ∈ (0, 1). We say that p is strictly positive, and
write p > 0, if p(x) > 0 holds for all x ∈ (0, 1). Likewise, we say that p is negative, and
write p � 0, if p(x) ≤ 0 holds for all x ∈ [0, 1] and the inequality is strict for at least some
x ∈ (0, 1). We say that p is strictly negative, and write p < 0, if p(x) < 0 holds for all
x ∈ (0, 1).
Increasing and decreasing polynomials

Let us denote by p′ the derivative of polynomial p. We then say that p is increasing if p′ is
positive, and that p is non-increasing if p′ is non-positive; i.e., a non-increasing polynomial
is either constant or decreasing. Likewise, we say that p is decreasing if p′ is negative, and
that p is non-decreasing if p′ is non-negative; i.e., a non-decreasing polynomial is either
constant or increasing.
Sign changes

We say that p changes sign from positive to negative (resp. negative to positive) at a point
x ∈ (0, 1) if (i) p(x) = 0 and, for y close to x , both of these two implications hold: (iia) if
y < x then p(y) > 0 (resp. p(y) < 0), and (iib) if y > x then p(y) < 0 (resp. p(y) > 0).
In general, we say that p changes sign at a point x ∈ (0, 1) if it changes sign from positive
to negative or from negative to positive.
Number of sign changes

We denote by σ(p) the number of sign changes of p. The number of sign changes σ(p)

is equal to the number of times p crosses the x-axis in (0, 1).
Initial and final signs

Assume p �= 0 holds. Then, there exists a neighborhood of x = 0 such that the sign of p is
either positive or negative throughout this neighborhood. We then define the initial sign of p
as the sign of p in such neighborhood, denote it by I (p), and write I (p) = 1 if it is positive,
and I (p) = −1 if it is negative. Similarly, there exists a neighborhood of x = 1 such that
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the sign of p is either positive or negative throughout this neighborhood and we can define
the final sign of p as F(p) = 1 if p is positive in such a neighborhood and F(p) = −1 if it
is negative. Clearly, I (p) = sgn (p(0)) if p(0) �= 0 holds. Similarly, F(p) = sgn (p(1)) if
p(1) �= 0 holds.
Sign pattern

The sign pattern of p is given by a sequence �(p) ∈ R
σ(p)+1 with alternating ones and

minus ones with its first element given by I (p). The sign pattern describes the sign variations
of the polynomial p, conveniently summarizing all the information on initial signs, final
signs, and sign changes.

Appendix C: Sign Patterns of the Gain Functions and Their Relation to
Evolutionary Stability and Social Optimality

Since we have assumed that C �= D holds, G �= 0 holds. From Eq. (7), this in turn implies
g �= 0, so that the initial sign I (g) and final sign F(g) of g are well defined. The following
result, which is simply a restatement of Bukowski and Miekisz [9, Theorem 3], provides a
convenient link between the sign pattern of the private gain function, and the ESS structure
of the underlying multi-player game:

Lemma 3 (Sign pattern of g and evolutionary stability) Let g be the gain function of a
symmetric two-strategy n-player game, with initial sign I (g) and final sign F(g). Then,

1. x∗ = 0 is an ESS if and only if the initial sign of g is negative, i.e., if and only if I (g) = −1.
2. x∗ = 1 is an ESS if and only if the final sign of g is positive, i.e., if and only if F(g) = 1.
3. x∗ ∈ (0, 1) is an ESS if and only if g changes sign from positive to negative at x∗.

In a similar spirit, we have the following partial characterization of the social optimum in
relation with the sign pattern of the social gain function.

Lemma 4 (Sign pattern of s and social optimality) Let s be the social gain function of a
symmetric two-strategy n-player game, with initial sign I (s) and final sign F(s). Then,

1. If x̂ = 0 is a social optimum, then the initial sign of s is negative, i.e., I (s) = −1.
2. If x̂ = 1 is a social optimum, then the final sign of s is positive, i.e., F(s) = 1.
3. If x̂ ∈ (0, 1) is a social optimum, then s changes sign from positive to negative at x̂ .

Appendix D: Bernstein Transforms

The expression

p(x) =
m∑

k=0

(
m

k

)
xk(1 − x)m−kck ≡ Bm (x; c) (33)

is a polynomial in Bernstein form of degree m with coefficients c, i.e., a linear combination
of the Bernstein basis polynomials(

m

k

)
xk(1 − x)m−k, k = 0, 1, . . . , m, (34)
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with coefficients given by the sequence c = (c0, c1, . . . , cm) ∈ R
m+1. Equation (33) can

be interpreted as the result of a transform (i.e., the Bernstein transform Bm) mapping the
sequence or vector of Bernstein coefficients c ∈ R

m+1 into the polynomial p(x) in the
variable x ∈ [0, 1].

We record some of the key properties that are relevant for our purposes in the following
lemma. For more properties of Bernstein transforms, see, e.g., [24].

Lemma 5 (Properties of Bernstein transforms) Let p(x) = Bm (x; c) be a polynomial in
Bernstein form of degree m with coefficients c. The Bernstein transform Bm satisfies:

1. Lower and upper bounds For x ∈ [0, 1], the polynomial p(x) satisfies the bounds
min0≤k≤m ck ≤ p(x) ≤ max0≤k≤m ck.

2. End-point values The initial and final points of p(x) and c coincide, i.e., p(0) = c0 and
p(1) = cm.

3. Preservation of initial and final signs Let c �= 0. Then, the initial and final signs of
p(x) and c coincide, i.e., I (p) = I (c) and F(p) = F(c).

4. Preservation of positivity The Bernstein transform of a positive (resp. negative)
sequence is strictly positive (resp. strictly negative), i.e., if c � 0, then p > 0 (resp.
if c � 0, then p < 0).

5. Variation-diminishing property The number of sign changes of p(x) is equal to the
number of sign changes of c or less by an even amount, i.e., σ(p) = σ(c) − 2 j where
j ≥ 0 is an integer.

6. Derivative property The derivative of a polynomial in Bernstein form with coefficients
c is proportional to a polynomial in Bernstein form with coefficients �c. More precisely,
we have

p′(x) = m
m−1∑
k=0

(
m − 1

k

)
xk(1 − x)m−1−k�ck = mBm−1 (x;�c) , (35)

where �ck = ck+1 − ck is the first-forward difference of ck .
7. Preservation of sign patterns. If the number of sign changes of c is at most one, then

the sign pattern of p coincides with the sign pattern of c. That is, if σ(c) ≤ 1, then
�(p) = �(c).

Appendix E: Omitted Proofs for Sect. 4

Proof of Lemma 1 If mutual C is preferred overmutualD, then by (2) and the end-point values
property of Bernstein transforms (Lemma 5.2 in “Appendix D”), w(1) = wC (1) = Cn−1 >

D0 = wD(0) = w(0) holds, implying that x = 0 does not maximize the expected average
payoff w. Hence, x̂ �= 0 and thus x̂ > 0 holds. ��
Proof of Proposition 1 Let C be cooperative. Then, by Lemma 1, we have x̂ > 0 and, by
Lemma 2, we have h(x) > 0 for all x ∈ (0, 1). Using these observations, we can prove the
proposition by considering the following three exhaustive cases.8

1. If g is negative (i.e., g � 0), then there exist x ∈ [0, 1] such that g(x) < 0. Further, by
Lemma 3 in “Appendix C,” x∗ = 0 is the unique ESS. As x̂ > 0 holds, the game is a
social dilemma and, therefore, a cooperative dilemma.

8 Our assumption C �= D, which implies G �= 0, precludes the case where g(x) = 0 holds for all x ∈ [0, 1].
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2. If g changes sign at least once (i.e., σ(g) ≥ 1), there exist x such that g(x) < 0. Then,
we have the following two subcases.

(a) If the initial sign of g is negative (i.e., I (g) = −1), then, by Lemma 3, x∗ = 0 is
an ESS. As x̂ > 0 holds, the game is a social dilemma and, therefore, a cooperative
dilemma.

(b) If the initial sign of g is positive (i.e., I (g) = 1), then, by Lemma 3, there exists
at least one totally mixed ESS x∗ ∈ (0, 1). Such a totally mixed ESS satisfies the
condition g(x∗) = 0. We then have h(x∗) > 0, which implies s(x∗) > 0 via identity
(15). As x∗ is totally mixed, this implies x∗ �= x̂ . Hence, the game is a social dilemma
and, therefore, a cooperative dilemma.

3. If g is positive (i.e., g � 0), then there does not exist x ∈ [0, 1] such that g(x) < 0.
Further, by Lemma 3, x∗ = 1 is the unique ESS. In addition, since h(x) > 0 holds for all
x ∈ (0, 1), the identity (15) implies that s(x) > 0 holds for all x ∈ (0, 1). As the social
gain function s is the derivative of the average expected payoff w (see equation (13)),
x̂ = 1 follows. Since the unique ESS coincides with the social optimum, the game is not
a social dilemma and, therefore, not a cooperative dilemma.

Proof of Proposition 2 By Proposition 1, it suffices to check that the stated condition is equiv-
alent to the existence of x ∈ [0, 1] such that g(x) < 0 holds. If G0 < 0 or G1 = Gn−1 < 0
holds, the existence of such an x is immediate from the preservation of initial and final signs
of Bernstein transforms (Lemma 5.3 in “Appendix D”) and the fact that g is the Bernstein
transform of G (see equation (7)). On the other hand, if both G0 ≥ 0 and G1 ≥ 0 hold, then
at least one of the inequalities is strict (see footnote 8) and it follows from the preservation
of positivity (Lemma 5.4) that g(x) ≥ 0 holds for all x ∈ [0, 1]. ��
Proof of Corollary 1 Suppose (20) does not hold. Then, the gain sequence G is positive and
it follows from the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 2 that the game is not a
cooperative dilemma. Specifically, preservation of positivity (Lemma 5.4 in “Appendix D”)
implies that g(x) ≥ 0 holds for all x ∈ [0, 1]. From Proposition 1, the game is not a
cooperative dilemma. ��
Proof of Corollary 2 If the initial sign or the final sign of G is negative, then it follows from
the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 2 that the game is a cooperative dilemma.
Specifically, preservation of initial and final signs (Lemma 5.3 in “Appendix D”) implies the
existence of x ∈ [0, 1] such that g(x) < 0 holds, so that Proposition 1 implies the result. ��
Proof of Proposition 3 We consider the three cases separately.

1. If G is negative, preservation of positivity (Lemma 5.4 in “Appendix D”) implies that g is
strictly negative. Lemma 3 then implies that x∗ = 0 is the unique ESS of a (multi-player)
prisoner’s dilemma.

2. If G has a single sign change from positive to negative, the preservation of initial and
final signs and the variation-diminishing property of Bernstein transforms (Lemma 5.5)
implies that g has the same properties. Lemma 3 then implies that every (multi-player)
snowdrift game has exactly one ESS x∗ and that this ESS satisfies 0 < x∗ < 1.

3. If G has a single sign change from negative to positive, then the preservation of initial and
final signs and the variation-diminishing property of Bernstein transforms (Lemma 5.5)
implies that g has the same properties. Lemma 3 then implies that every (multi-player)
stag hunt has two ESSs, namely x∗ = 0 and x∗ = 1.
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Appendix F: Related Definitions of Multi-player Prisoner’s Dilemmas,
Snowdrift Games, and Stag Hunts

Our definitions of multi-player prisoner’s dilemmas, snowdrift games, and stag hunt games
(Definition 4) are related to previous definitions in the literature.

First, Definition 4.1 is related to previous definitions of a (multi-player) prisoner’s dilemma
[7, 74] and of an n-person “dilemma game” [13] which require that (i) mutual C is preferred
over mutual D (Cn−1 > D0, condition (2)), and (ii) that the private gain sequence G is
strictly negative. Our definition is at the same time less and more strict than this previous
definition. On the one hand, our definition is less strict in the sense that we allow for some
of the private gains to be equal to zero, and hence for situations where individuals might
be indifferent between one of the two choices, fixing the pure strategies of their co-players.
On the other hand, our definition is more strict in the sense that we require action C to also
induce positive individual externalities (i.e., condition (3)). This said, in all cases a prisoner’s
dilemma is such that each player has no incentive to play C and thatD dominates C (although
only weakly, according to our definition). It is also the case, by Lemma 1, that x̂ > 0.

Second, Definition 4.2 is related to at least one previous idea of how to generalize two-
player snowdrift (a.k.a. chicken) games to more than two players. Taylor and Ward [74]
suggest that “[a] natural n-person generalization [...] is to stipulate that each player prefers
to defect if ‘enough’ others cooperate, and to cooperate if ‘too many’ others defect [...] for
any number of players, the preferences of any player must switch direction from ‘D to C’ to
‘C to D’ only once as the number of players choosing D increases.” This is, obviously, our
requirement thatG has a single sign change frompositive (incentives to cooperatewhen “few”
others cooperate or “toomany” others defect) to negative (incentives to defect when “enough”
others cooperate). Our definition is hence similar to this previous definition, although again
stricter in the sense that we require positive individual externalities (3) for action C to be
cooperative, while Taylor and Ward [74] only require that mutual C is preferred over mutual
D (2).

Third, and lastly, Definition 4.3 applies a similar logic to define a (multi-player) stag hunt:
here each player prefers to defect if “few” others cooperate (or, equivalently “too many”
others defect) and prefers to cooperate if “enough” others cooperate (or, equivalently “few”
defect), and the preferences or incentives to behave in one way or the other switch only once
as the number of players choosing C (or choosing D) increases. This switch in incentives is
captured by our requirement that G has a single sign change from negative to positive.

Appendix G: Omitted Proofs for Sect. 6

Proof of Proposition 4 The social gain function s has been defined as the derivative of the
expected average payoff w in (13). Hence, it suffices to show that s(x) > 0 holds for all
x ∈ (0, 1) to conclude that x̂ = 1 is the social optimum. As we have noted in Sect. 3.5, s
is the Bernstein transform of the social gain sequence S. Since the latter has been assumed
to be positive, the result follows from the preservation of positivity of Bernstein transforms
(Lemma 5.4 in “Appendix D”). ��
Proof of Proposition 5 By the preservation of initial and final signs (Lemma 5.3 in “Appendix
D”), the Bernstein transform s of S inherits the final sign of S. The condition Sn−1 < 0
implies that this final sign is negative. The result then follows from Lemma 4.2 in “Appendix
C.” ��
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Proof of Proposition 6 We begin with some preliminaries: By condition (ii) in Definition 1 at
least one of the sequences C and D is increasing and the other one is either increasing or
constant. As we have noted in Sect. 3.5, the expected payoffwC of a C-player is the Bernstein
transform of C and the expected payoff wD of a D-player is the Bernstein transform of D.
By the derivative property of Bernstein transforms (Lemma 5.6 in “Appendix D”) and the
preservation of positivity (Lemma 5.4), it follows that at least one of the functions wC and
wD is strictly increasing and the other one is also either strictly increasing or (in case the
corresponding sequence is constant, trivially) constant.

We now distinguish three cases:

1. Consider an ESS with x∗ = 1. Then g(1) ≥ 0 holds (Lemma 3.2 in “Appendix C”), so
that, from the definition of the private gain function in (7), we have wC (1) ≥ wD(1).
From the monotonicity properties of wC and wD noted in the preliminaries, we have
wC (1) ≥ wC (x) andw(1) ≥ wD(x) for all x ∈ [0, 1)with at least one of these inequalities
holding strictly. Using the definition of the expected average payoff asw(x) = xwC (x)+
(1−x)wD(x) in equation (9), it follows thatw(1) > w(x) holds for all x ∈ [0, 1). Hence,
x̂ = 1 is the social optimum.

2. Consider an ESSwith x∗ ∈ (0, 1).We then have g(x∗) = 0, implyingwC (x∗) = wD(x∗).
Applying the same logic as in the preceding case, it follows that w(x∗) > w(x) holds for
all x ∈ [0, x∗), which in turn implies x̂ ≥ x∗. To show that this last inequality must be
strict, we can use the identity s(x) = g(x) + h(x) (equation 15) and the ESS condition
g(x∗) = 0 to infer that the average expected payoff is strictly increasing at x∗ if h(x∗) > 0
holds. As the latter inequality is implied by Lemma 2, x̂ > x∗ follows.

3. Consider an ESS with x∗ = 0. As the social optimum satisfies x̂ > 0 (see Lemma 1), the
inequality x̂ > x∗ is then immediate.

��

Appendix H: Positive Aggregate Externalities

We say that action C generates positive aggregate externalities if the external gain sequence
is positive, i.e., if H � 0, which amounts to requiring that

Hk ≥ 0, k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, (36)

holds with strict inequality for at least one k. In words, this is the requirement that if a focal
player switches its action from D to C, all co-players, taken as a block, are never worse off
(and at least sometimes better off) for any pure-strategy profile that they adopt.

From the definition of external gains (18) and of positive individual externalities (3), it
is clear that if action C induces positive individual externalities, then it also induces positive
aggregate externalities. All examples of cooperative dilemmas in the main text are of this
kind. However, the converse is not true: positive aggregate externalities do not necessarily
imply positive individual externalities. The following twoexamples illustrate games forwhich
action C is such that (i) it fulfills the first requirement of a cooperative action (condition (2)),
(ii) it generates positive aggregate externalities, but (iii) it fails to induce positive individual
externalities.9

9 For yet another example related to public goods provision, see the model of “antisocial rewarding” analyzed
by dos Santos and Peña [22, p. 8].
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Example 2 (Competition with a superior choice)
Consider the gameput forwardbyMenezes andPitchford [44]. Individuals choosebetween

two alternative choices C and D, such as physical locations, product spaces, roads, or bars.
There is competition (or congestion) as individual payoffs fall when more players make the
same choice. It follows that the payoff sequence C is decreasing and the payoff sequence D is
increasing. Since C is decreasing, action C does not induce positive individual externalities.
Hence, C is not cooperative according to Definition 1. Let us now assume, as do Menezes
and Pitchford [44], that C is “superior” in the sense that all players prefer C to D if the
same number of players choose C or D, e.g., bar C offers better music (or simply has more
tables) than bar D. This implies that Ck > Dn−1−k holds for all k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, and, in
particular, that Cn−1 > D0 holds. Hence, mutual C is preferred over mutualD. Additionally,
note that H � 0 can hold, provided that the switch from D to C by a focal player is such
that the positive externality due to decreased competition experienced by all otherD-players
compensates for the negative externality due to increased competition experienced by all
other C-players. Since C is decreasing and D is increasing by the assumption of competition,
it is clear that �G = �C − �D � 0 holds, so that G is decreasing. Additionally, C0 > D0

(i.e., it is better to be alone at C rather than being with n − 1 other players at D) follows
from the assumption that C is superior together with the assumption of competition, as
C0 > Dn−1 ≥ Dn−2 ≥ . . . ≥ D0 holds [44]. Now assume, as do Menezes and Pitchford
[44], that being alone at D is better than being at C and competing with everyone else. Then,
Cn−1 < Dn−1 holds. It follows that the private gain sequence has a single sign change from
positive to negative, i.e., �(G) = (1,−1) holds.

Example 3 (Majority game with superior choice)
Consider a “majority game” among an odd number of players (i.e., n = 2m +1 with m an

integer greater than zero). There are two choices (e.g., policies, candidates) that individuals
can vote over: C andD. C-players vote for C andD-players vote forD. The option with more
votes gets selected (majority rule). Voting is costless. All players obtain a payoff of zero if
the option they have chosen is not selected. C-players (resp. D-players) obtain a payoff of
α > 0 (resp. β > 0) if their option is selected. The payoffs are then given by

Ck = α�k ≥ m�, k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, (37a)

Dk = β�k ≤ m�, k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. (37b)

With this specification, payoff sequence C is increasing but payoff sequence D is decreasing.
Hence, C does not induce positive individual externalities (nor does D). However, C induces
positive aggregate externalities whenever α > β holds (i.e., if the preference of C-players for
their choice is larger than the preference of D-players for their choice). Indeed, the external
gains are given by

Hk = (α − β)�k = m�, k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, (38)

and hence H � 0 holds. Additionally, Cn−1 = α > β = D0 holds, so mutual C is preferred
over mutual D. By substituting (37) into the definition of the private gains (8) we obtain

Gk = α�k > m� + (α − β)�k = m� − β�k < m�, k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. (39)

Since α > 0 and β > 0, the private gain sequence has a single sign change from negative to
positive, i.e., �(G) = (−1, 1) holds.

These two examples make us consider the possibility of allowing for a broader definition
of cooperation (“cooperation in the broad sense”), by replacing condition (ii) in Definition 1
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(“cooperation in the strict sense”) by the weaker requirement that action C induces positive
aggregate externalities. This broader definition entails a broader definition of cooperative
dilemma (“cooperative dilemma in the broad sense”) that replaces the condition that action
C is cooperative in the strict sense by the weaker requirement that action C is cooperative
in the broad sense. Likewise, we can consider broader definitions of multi-player prisoner’s
dilemmas, snowdrift games, and stag hunts by letting C be cooperative in the broad sense
in Definition 4. Examples 2 and 3 above are both examples of cooperative dilemmas in the
broad (but not in the strict) sense. Example 2 is a multi-player snowdrift game in the broad
sense; Example 3 is a multi-player stag hunt in the broad sense.

Importantly, all of our results in the main text, except for Proposition 6, carry over the
broader definition of a cooperative dilemma. Regarding the counterpart of Proposition 6 for
cooperative dilemmas in the broad sense, we have the following results.

First, consider the case of multi-player prisoner’s dilemmas in the broad sense. The
following is immediate from Lemma 1 and Proposition 3:

Corollary 3 The social optimum x̂ of every multi-player prisoner’s dilemma in the broad
sense satisfies x̂ > x∗, where x∗ = 0 is the unique ESS of the game.

Next, consider the case of multi-player snowdrift games in the broad sense. Here, we find
again that the relation between the unique ESS and the social optimum is the same as for
multi-player snowdrift games in the strict sense. More precisely:

Proposition 7 The social optimum x̂ of every multi-player snowdrift game in the broad sense
satisfies x̂ > x∗, where x∗ ∈ (0, 1) is the unique ESS of the game.

Proof Since �(G) = (1,−1), the preservation of initial and final signs and the variation-
diminishing property of Bernstein transforms (Lemma 5.5) implies that �(g) = (1,−1).
Lemma 3 then implies that every (multi-player) snowdrift game in the broad sense has
exactly one ESS x∗ and that this ESS satisfies 0 < x∗ < 1 and g(x∗) = 0. We then have
g(x) > 0 for all x ∈ (0, x∗). Since C is cooperative in the broad sense, and by Lemma 2, h
is strictly positive so that h(x) > 0 holds for all x ∈ (0, 1). It then follows, via identity (15),
that s(x) = w′(x) = g(x) + h(x) > 0 holds for all x ∈ (0, x∗]. This implies that w cannot
have a maximum in the interval [0, x∗]. Thus x̂ > x∗ must hold. ��

Proposition 7 proves the underprovision of cooperation at the unique ESS of the game
considered by Menezes and Pitchford [44] and presented in Example 2.

Finally, consider the case of multi-player stag hunts in the broad sense. As for stag hunts
in the strict sense, a stag hunt in the broad sense has two ESSs: x∗

1 = 0 and x∗
2 = 1

(Proposition 3.3). In the two-player stag hunt, full C is socially optimal, so that the social
optimum x̂ coincides with the ESS at x∗

2 = 1. Thus, the only possibility for an inefficiency
arises because x∗

1 = 0 is an ESS featuring underprovision of cooperation. Moving to more
than two players opens up a new possibility, namely that full C is no longer socially optimal
(i.e., 0 < x̂ < 1), so that both ESSs are inefficient, with the first ESS (x∗

1 ) featuring less
cooperation than it is optimal, and the second ESS (x∗

2 ) featuring excessive cooperation. This
possibility is illustrated in the following example.

Example 4 Consider the three-player game with payoff sequences given by C = (0, 1, 1+ z)
and D = (1, 2, 1), with 0 < z < 1/3. The private gain sequence is then given by G =
(−1,−1, z), the external gain sequence by H = (2, 0, 2z), and the social gain sequence by
S = (1/3,−1/3, z). Since C2 = 1 + z > 1 = D0 and H � 0, the game is such that C is
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Fig. 6 Private gain functions (left panel) and expected average payoffs (right panel) for the three-player game
of Example 4 for two values of z. For z = 1/5 (dotted line), the social optimum satisfies x̂ = 1 and coincides
with the ESS at x∗

2 = 1. For z = 1/10 (solid line), the social optimum satisfies x̂ ≈ 0.353. In this case the
social optimum is below the ESS at x∗

2 = 1. Such an ESS then features overprovision of cooperation

cooperative in the broad sense. Further, the sign pattern of the private gain sequence is given
by �(G) = (−1, 1) so that the game is a stag hunt in the broad sense with x∗

1 = 0 and x∗
2 = 1

as ESSs. Moreover, F(S) = 1 holds, so x = 1 locally maximizes the expected average
payoff w(x). However, x = 1 is not a global maximizer if z is sufficiently small. In this case,
x∗
2 features more cooperation than the social optimum, i.e., cooperation is overprovided at

the ESS x∗
2 . This is illustrated in Fig. 6 for z = 1/10, which leads to x̂ ≈ 0.353.
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